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Ha Huy Khoai

§l.Introduction.

It seems that at the present there is no in p-adic analysis a good analogue of
the Cauchy integral. In many cases the Shnirelman integral is used in this
role. The main applications of the Shnirelman integral can be found in the
study of transcendent nurnbers in p-adic domains ([Ad]) and in construction
of p-adic spectral theory ([Vi]). In an earlier paper ([Ha3]) we are intereste~ in
consideration of how the Shnirelman integral is convenient for an analogue of
the Morera lemma. Namely, we considered the class of funetions in the p-adie
unit disc whose Shnirelrnan integrals are vanishing. The funetions of this class
have many properties analogous to one's of Krasner analytic functions, but
this class is larger than the second.

In the present note we show sorne other situations where the above rnentioned
class appears. For example, p-adic L-functions associated to modular forms
belong to this class with some "kerneIs" .

In §2 we recall sorne basic facts about the Shnirelman integral and the class S of
functions whose Shnirelman integrals are vanishing. Using the class S we give
an inverse formula for the p-adic Mellin transform in §3. In §4 the functional
equations satisfied by p-adic L-functions of modular forms are discribed in
terms of cla.ss S. Some remarks and open questions are given in the last
section.

The author would like to thank the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik Bonn
for hospitality and financial support.

§2. Preliminaries.

Let p be a prime number, Qp the field of p-adic number, and Cp the p-adic
completion of the algebraic closure of Cpo The absolute value in Qp is nor
malized so that Ipj = p-l . We further use the notion v(z) for the addition
valuation on Cp which extends ordp • Let D be the unit dies in Gp :

D = {z E Cp , Izi < I}
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We donote by Dr the disc {z E Cp , Izi < r}.

2.1.Definition . Let I{z) be a Cp-valued function defined on all z E Cp such
that Iz - al = r, where a E Cp and r is apositive real number (we shall always
aBsume that r is in ICplp i.e. ,a rational power of p). Let '1 E Cp be such that
1,1 = r . Tben the Shnirelman integral is defined aB the following limit if it
exists: r I 1Ja j{z)dz = lim - L: f{a + ~,),

a,"" n-oo n e"=l
(I)

where tbe ' indicates that the limit is only over n not divisible by p.

We recall that a function f in a domain M is said to be K rasner analytic if
M is an union of open sets Di , Di C Di+1 such that for each i , liD. is a
uniform limit of rational functions having no poles in Di • From properties of
the Shnirelman integral we need the following.

2.2.Theorem.lj j is Krasner analytic in Da{r), and ij 1,1 = r, then for fixed
z E Cp we have:

r f(x)(x - a) dx = {f(z), if Iz -?' < r;
Ja,..,. X - Z 0, otherwlse.

(2)

2.3.Theorem.Let f(z)~g(z)/h(z) , where g(z) is Krasner analytic in Da{r)
and h(z) is a polynomial. Let {Zi} be the roots of h(z) in Da{r) , and suppose
that for all i, IZi - al < r. Define reszif ta be the coefficient 0/ (z - Zi) in the
Laurent expansion 01 f(z) at Zi. Then:

r j(z)(z - a)dz = L: reszij.Ja,.., (3)

We refer the readers to [Ko] for more detail about the Shnirelman integral.

2.4.Definition . A function f( z) in adomain M is said to be in class S( M)
if for all a, r such that Da(r) C M

1 I(z)(z - a)dz = O.
a,")'

(4)

2.5.Remark 1). Some basic properties of functions of class S{M) can be
found in [Ha3].

2). We denote by H(M) and A(M) respectively the class of Krasner analytic
functions and locally analytic functions in M. Then H(M) C S(M), A(M) rt.
S(M) ([Ha3]).
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§3. p adic Mellin trans(orm.

3.1. p-adic group o( characters. Let ß o be an integer prime number p and
let

{
4,

q= p,

We set ßoq = ß and denote:

if p = 2 ;
otherwise.

z~ = lim(Z/ ßpm Z)*-
The group of p-adie eharacters is the group of eontinuous holomorphisms of
Zl into C;:

X(Z~) = Homcont(Z~,C;)

We set
U = 1+qZp = {z E Zp,v(z -1) > v(q)}

Then, for every 9 E U such that v(g - 1) = v(q) the map Z t-+ gZ is an
isomorphism of Zp onto U. We eall 9 a topologieal generator of the group U.
For each generator 9 of the group U the map

X(U) = HOl1lcont(U, C;)~ C;

transforming a eontinuous eharaeter X of the group U into a point X(g) -1 in
the unit dise D of Cp • Also we have isomorphisms

Z~ ~ (Z/ßoZ)* x Z;

z; ~ (Z/qZ)* x U (5)

From isomorphisms (5) it follows that X(Zl) is a produet of a finite group
and X(U), while the last is isomorphie to D. Since D is an open dise of Cp ,

this isomorphism makes X(Zl) into an analytie group. A funetion f(x) is
said to be holomorphie funetion on the analytic group X(Zl) if its restriction
on eaeh eomponent isomorphie to D is a holomorphie funetion. Thus, we
can regard every holomorphic funetion in the group X(ZÄ) a.s a holomorphie
function in the unit disc D. Note that each Dirichlet character X of conductor
ßpm is an element of the group Hom((Z/ ßpm Z)*, C;) for each m > n , and
is prolonged to an unique element of the group X(Z~) whieh is again denoted
by x. Thus ,the torsion subgroup of X(Z';) is identified with the group of
Dirichlet characters of conduetors dpn where dlßo. Let X be such a eharacter
and let X = Xo,XI be its deeomposition in Xo E X(Z/ßZ)* and Xl E X(U).
Then Xl takes values in the group jlpOO = Unjlpn where by Jlpn we denote the
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(6)

group of pn_roots of unity in Cpo On tbe otber band, every x E Zl can be
written in the form

x= o:(x)8(x)

with o:(x) E (Z/ßoZ)* and 8(x) E Z;o The map 8 : x 1-+ 8(x) is an element of
X (Zl) which is called the fundamental character.

3.2.The Mellin transform. Let p. be a measure on Zl ,i.eo jJ is a continuous
linear functional with values in Cp on the space of continuous functions in
Z~. Then tbe restrietion of p. on tbe analytic group X(Z~) gives an analytic
function:

L(jJ, X) = f Xdp'o}z·
.6

Tbe function L(p., X) is called tbe p-adic Mellin trans/arm 0/ the measure jJ.

Example. p-adic L-functions associated to modular forms are p-aclic Mellin
transforms of measures associated to modular forms (see [A-V], [Vi]). We will
return to such functions in tbe next sectiono .

In this section we give an inverse formula for the p-aclic Mellin transform by
using the Shnirelmau integral 0 As an application we have an integral repre
sentation of Morita's p-adic r-function. Note that the Sbnirelman integral is
used by Vishik to find an inverse formula for the Stieltjes transform (see [Vi],
[Ko]).

3.3.p-adic Mellin transforms as holomorphic functions in the unit
disco

Let
F(X) = f Xdp. (7)

lZl
be the p-adic Mellin transform of a measure p.. Then by tbe isomorphism
(5) we cau regard F as a holomorphic function on the analytic group X(Z~).

This means that for every character XO E X(ZjßZ)* we have a holomorphic
function Fxo(XI) on the group X(U). Thus every Jradic Mellin transform
on X(Z';) corresponds to a collection of holomorphic functions on the group
X(U). Now let !(XI) be such a "branch" of the function F(X). Let 9 be a
fixed topological generator of the group U. We set

(8)Z = XI(g) - 1.

For each x E U we have x = glogx/logg and hence that

Xl (x) = (1 + z)logx/logg
0

Then the p-adic Mellin transform of the measure jJ corresponds to the function

j(z) = lp + z)log%/lolUdp(x). (9)
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Thus for every measure JJ on U, the Mellin transform given by fonnula(9) is
a holomorphic function in the unit disc D.

3.4.Theorem. Let J(z) be a bounded holomorphie Junction in the unit dise D.
For x E U and m~1,2,... we consider the Jollowing Junctions in D

p{x + (Um)} = L/(z)Gm,,,,(z)(z - a)dz (11)

where Um = 1 + pmu, a" are such that Da(I,!) C D and the points 1 - e
belong to this disco

Proof. We first show fonnula (11) defines a bounded measure on U. We have:

Then the function f( z) is p--adic Mellin transform of the following measure on
U:

p-I p-I

I>{x + kpm + (Um+l)} =1 J(z) L: Gm+1,:l:+kpm(Z)(Z - a)dz
k=O a,"'Y k=o

By an easy calculation we obtain :

p-l

L: Gm+I,x+kpm(Z) = Gm,x(Z).
k=O

From this it follows that

p-I

JJ{X + (Um)} = L: JJ{X + kpm + (Um +I )}.

k=O

Obviously, the function f( Z )Gm,x(z) is a quotion of Krasner analytic functions
in the disc Da,hl. Then we have :

JJ{X + (Um)} = L: reSe-l(!.Gm,x) =
epm =I,ellH

(12)

F(z) = L(1 + z)log"'/loUdp(x)

1 '" f(f. _ l)e-Iogx/logg
pm _ pm-I LJ

By using formula (12) the boundnes of J..L will be proved in 3.7. 1ndeed we will
concern with more general situatons.

1t remains to prove that f( z) is the p-adic Mellin transform of the measure /l.
We set
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We have:

Since JJ is bounded, F(z) is a bounded holomorphic function in thc unit disco
Then it suffices to show that the functions f(z) and F(z) are coincide on the
set {e - I}, where eare roots of unity of degree pm, m = 1,2, ... (see [A-V],
[HaI], [Ha2]).

F(e - 1) =Lelog:l:/loggdp(x) =

L (~-l,)losz/loSg f(( - 1) = f(~ - 1)
,prn=l,'~l

Theorem is proved.

Thus, we have a correspondance between the set Ho(D) of bounded holomor
phie functions in D and the set L(U) of continuous functionals on the spaee
C(U) of continuos functions on U. Narnely, for auy bounded measure JJ on U,
the p-adic Mellin transform

defines a bounded holomorphic function in D. Conversely, let f(z) be a
bounded holomorphic function in D . Then we have a continuous funetional
N f E L(U) whieh is defined by:

pn_l

C(Zp) 3 ~ I-> Ji.~ L 1. f(Z)~(Xi)Gm.:I:;(z)(z - a)dz
i=O (l,"'Y

c'

where Xi runs on the set of representations of UjUn'

3.5.Theorem.M and N are mutually inverse topological isomorphism between
Ho(D) and L(U).

The proof is based on the formulas of operators M, N, and standard argu
ments.

3.6.Morita's p-adic r-function. We now apply Theorem 3.5. to Morita's
p-adie r-function. In [BaI] it is proved that we may eonsider the funetion
r p(x) as the restrietion on Zp of a loeally analytie funetion r p(z) of loeal
analytieity ratio p = p(-l/P)-(l/p-I). This means for each point x E Zp
there exists pz sueh that on D(x, Px) n Zp the fuetion rp(x) is thc restrietion
of F(x) = L:n~o an(z - x)n whieh is holomorphie on D(x, Px). The loeal
analytieity ratio, by definition, is the number

p = inf pz > 0
xEZp
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Thus, on the disc D(O, p(-l/p)-(l/p-l») the function r p(x) is represented by a
convergent power series. We set

then J(z) is bounded holomorphic function on the unit disc D. We have an
integral representation of the function j(z):

fez) =1/1 + z)log:r:/IOS9dp

where the measure jJ is defined by the formula (11). Hence, for Morita's p-adic
r-function we have the follwing integral representation:

fp(z) = fu(1 +az)log:r:/loudp

where a =pU/p-I)-(l/p) and the measure jJ is defined by the formula:

3.7.Mellin transform ofnon-bounded measures. In [A-M], [Vi] Y. Amice
and J. Velu, and M. Vishik defined the p-adic Mellin transform of non-bounded
measures and applied it to construct Jradic L-functions associated to modular
forms. We recall here the definition and give an inverse formula for the p
adic Mellin transform of so-called h-addmissible measures. These measures
are clefined on Z'; and the corresponding Mellin transforms are holomorphic
functions on the group X(Z';). As in the case ofbounded measures we consider
the measures on U and corresponding holomorphic functions on the unit disc
D.

Definition. Let J and 9 be two holomorphic functions in the unit disc D.
We say j is of class o(g)if

sup If(z)1 = o(sup Ig(z)1)
Izl~r Izl~r

when r ----t- 1 - o.
Definition. A h-addmissible measure on U is a linear fUDctional on the space
of functions on U which are locally polynomials of degrees less than h and
satisfy the Iollowing condition:

where tPb,m is the characteristic function oI the set b + (Um).
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Il{XkJPb,m} = l.m j(Z)Gm,b,k(Z)(Z - a)dz (13)

where m = 1, 2, ... , k = 0, ... , h-l and Gm,b,k are given by the following fONnula:

It ia proved in [Vi] that a h-addmiaaible measure ia prolonged to a continuoua
linear functional on the space of (h -1 )-differentiable functions whose denvates
of oder h-l satisfy the Lipschitz condition. The restrietion orsuch a functional
on the group X(U) is a holomorphic function of class o(log") and is called the
Mellin trans/orm of the measure p. The class of such measures contains, for
example, tbe measures associated to modular forms.

Obviously, a h-addmissible measure is defined by giving its values on the set
{XktPb,m} with bE U, m = 1,2, ... and tPb,m is the characteristic function of the
set b+ Um.

Theorem. Let / (z) be a holomorphic function 0 f class log" in the unit disc D.
Then f(z) is p-adic Mellin transfor:n 0/ the Jollowing h-addmissible measure
on U:

1 e-logb/loS9

Gm,b,k(Z) = pm _ pm-l L Z+gk~ _ I' (14)
(pm=l,(#:l

We recall that 9 is a fixed topological generator of the group X(U), v(g -1) >
v(q).

Proof. It ia easy to see that the formula (13) correctly defines a linear func
tional p on the space of functions on Zp which are locally polynomials of de
grees less than h. To show that jJ satisfies the conditioqs of h-addmissiblility
we note that:

We first recall same notations. For each holomorphic functions f(z) on D and
each to > 0 we set

IIfllto = sup If{z)l.
v(z)=to

Then we obtain:
II l0gh (1 +z)lItm = pmh,

where tm = I/pm - (pm-I), m = 1,2, ... , (lIogh{1 + z)1 is calculated by the
Newton polygon (see[Ha]). From the hypothesis we have:

IIf{z) IItm = o{pmh)(m --. (0).

Let u be the sequence {gie - I}, i = 0, 1, ... , h - 1, where {e} is the sequence
of primitive raots of unity of degree pm(m = 1,2, ... ). Since the function j(z)
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is of cla.ss o(logh), one infers u is an interpolating sequence of J(z) (see [A-V],
[Hal],[Ha2]). We denote {Sm(Z)} the sequence of Lagrange's interpolation
polynomials for the function J(z) and the sequence u. Then Sm(Z) is defined
by the following conditions:

deg Sm(z) < hpm - 1

Sm(gi~ - 1) = J(gi~ - 1), i = 0, ... , h - 1.

By Lazard's lemma ([LaD we may represent j(z) in the form:

l-z
j(z) =<p(z) TI gi~ _ 1 + Qm(z)

..,e~rn tl=O,.o.,h-1

(15)

where Jlm is the set of primitive roots of unity of degree pm, Qm(z) are poly
nomials of oder hpm satisfying the condition:

Since the representation (15) is unique, we have Sm(Z) =Qm(z), and hence
that

From this i t follows
118m IItrn = o(pmh).

Supposing 8m (z) is written in the form

hpm-l

Sm(z) = L b,(m)z'
'=0

we have then
IISm/ltm = max {lb,(m)z'ltm} =

O~'~hpm-l

max{lb,(m)!p-I/(pm_pm-l)} > p-hp/(P-l) max{lb,(m)l}.
, I

Thus we have max Ib,(m)1 =o(pmh)(m -fo 00). Note that if we write

hpm-l

8m (z - 1) = L a,{m)z'
'=0

then we obtain also ffiaJCi !a,(m) I= o(pmh). Ey definition of the measure j1. we
have:
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IJ-b)k-i (~) L a,(m)gi' =
,=0 J g':b

L a,(m)(g' - a)j
g':b

Since max la,(m) I= O(pmh) from this it follows the h-addmissibility of p...

§4.p-adic L-functions associated to modular forms.

4.1. Definition. Let
00

<p(T) = L An e211"in; .
n=1

(16)

be a cusp form of weight w + 2 on SL(2, Z). Further, let <p is a normalized
eigenfunction of the Hecke algebra, i.e. ..\1 = 1 and Tn<p = An<P for Hecke
operators Tno We set: "

(17)

where X is a Dirichlet character of conductor d(X). A Manin's theorem ([Ma3],
[Ma4]) asserts that there are the numbers w+ E iR and w_ ERsuch that for
every entire k E [0, w] the numbers

A(X, k) = ik+
1
A",(X, k + 1) ,

G(X)W(-I)IEX(_I)

are algebraic, where G(X) is the Gauss surn

G(X) = I L x(a)e21ria/d(X).

amodd(x)

Now let ..\ be a root of the equation:

10
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with Vp(A) < W +1. We set h = [Vp(A)]. Then there exists an unique holomor
phic function !(X) on X(Z';') such that for every k E [0, w] and every Dirichlet
character X = Xo.Xl with d(X) ILl a.nd d(Xl) = pn we have:

(20)

The function !(X) is called p-adic L-function a.ssociated to the cusp form </J(r)
(see [Ma3, [Ma4], [M-S] , [Vi], [La], [A-V]).

Note that, f is o(logw+l).

4.2. p-adic L-functions as functions of class S.

We can regard !(X) a.s a holomorphic function in the unit disc by using the
isomorphism (5). We recall that p-adic L-functions !(x) associated to modular
forms satisfy the following functional equations:

(21)

for all characters X E X(Z6)' k = 0,1, ... , w and e(xo) = X~I( -1)(_1).4:+1 if
X = Xo·XI is the decomposition of X with Xo E X((ZjßZ)*), Xl E X(U). For
a given holomorphic function !(X) on X(Z';') we have a collection {!Xo(Xl)} of
holomorphic functions on X(U), where Xo E X((Z/ßZ)*),Xl E X(U). Then
we can write functional equations (21) in the form:

(22)

(23)

Since the functions fxo are in class o(logW+l) tbe functional equation (22) bolds
if it holds for all Dirichlet characters of conductors pn, n = 1,2, .... Thus,
the corresponding holomorphic functions Fxo (z) in D satisfy the following
equations:

Fxo[(~gk - 1)] = e(Xo)Fx;l[(~-lgw-k - 1)]

k = 0,1, ... , w, e(xo) = X;I( -1)(_1)k-l

where 9 is a topological generator of U, ~ is a root of unity of degree pn, n =
1,2, ....

By Theorem (2.2) we obtain:

k 1 (z - a)dz
FXo[(~g - 1)] = Fxo(z) (~k 1)·

(I," z - 9 -

11



There is an analogous fonnula for the right hand side of (21). We set:

1 1
GF,xo.dz) = Fxo(z) (~k 1) - cx.Fx-1(z) (~-l -k 1)' (24)Z - 9 - 0 Z _ g1JJ_

Thus we proved the following theorem:

4.3.Theorem.For every p-adic L ..function F associated to a modular form the
functions GF,xo,( are in class S.

4.4. Hy using the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism we can show some new func
tional equations for ;radie L-functions associated to modular forms and some
corresponding functions of class S. We need more detail about the values of
p-adic L-functions of modular forms at the points X(JJe. From (18), (19), and
(20) it follows that:

Je 1 Je ik+1d(X)k (OO Je
!(x() ) = \n(-I) G( ) in <px(r)r dr.

A X W(-I)Jrx(-I) 0

On the other hand we have

if>x(r) = ~«X)) L X-I (b)if>(r +b/d(x))
X bmodd{x)

and hence,

(25)

(26)

(27)

For any integer j = 0, ... , w we define due to EichIer (see [La]) aperiod of the
form ifJ(T)

4.4.Lemma. Let b/d be a fraction in lowest form, 0 < b/d < 1. Then

is a linear integral combination 0/ the periods Tj (if».

Note tbat the coefficients of the linear comhination mentioned in Lemma(4.4)
do not depend on if>, hut depend on the weight w (see [La]).

By using Lemma (4.4) and the relations (27) we have:
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4.5.Lemma. There exist algebraic numbers aj{X, w, k) (not depending on 4»
such that

w

AnW(_I)JrX(_I)!{xli=) = L aj{X, w, k)rj{<p).
j

We set
F,p{XiiC

) = AnW(_I)JrX(_I)!(XOk ).

Consider the following linear system of equations with variables Xj:

w

L aj{X, w, k)x j = F,p{XOk )
j=O

(28)

(29)

(30.1)

x, + (-I)'xw-, = 0 (30.2)

6 (8) w-. (w - s)x,+{-I)' L . xw _,+j+(-1)' L . Xj=O (30.3)
j=O,jeven J j=0,j::III1OO2 J

t (~)xw-,+j + L (w ~ S)Xj = 0 (30.4)
j=l,jodd J j=0,j;!6IllOO2 J

Note that (30.2)-(30.4) are the EicWer-Shimura relations. The system (30.1)
(30.4) with w + 1 variables is an infinite system, where s, k = 0,1, ... , wand
X runs on the set of Dirichlet characters X. The coefficients in the left hand
side of this system do not depend on the form <p. We rewrite (30.1)-(30.4) in
the following form:

AX=F

4.6.Conjecture. rankA = w + 1.

§5.Remarks and questions.

5.1. Let us now discuss about corollaries of Conjecture 4.6. Suppose that
Al, ..42, ••• are all the submatrices of A having maximal rank and the corre
sponding systems of equations are the following:

Then for every i = 1, 2, .. we have a formula for the r j '8:

w

r·(A.) = '" b .. (X 'Anm,i!(X ·Oki,m)) 0/ L.J m t.,) m,' m,' ,
m=O

(31)

(32)

where Xm,i belong to a subset Xi E TorsX(ZX,), nm,i = conductor of Xm,i and
km,i E [0, w].

13



Thus,for all i, I = 1,2, ... , j = 0, ..• , w we have:

w

"b . ·(X ')Anm,i f(x ·6km,i) =L.J m,'''' m,' m,t
m=O

w

L bm,l,j (Xm,J) Anm,l f(Xm,16km,,)

m=O

(33)

f(X6k ) = 1 j(z)(z - a) dz (34)
a,'"'( Z - <gk +1

where a E D, 111 < 1. Note that the integral does not depend on the choice of

a,1·

Then (33) and (34) give us:

1 j(z){ t [bm,j,i(X~,i),\nm.; - bm,l.j(x~,d,\nm" ]}(z - a)dz = O. (35)
a,'"'( m=O Z - eig m,' + 1 Z - el9 m,1 + 1

Now we regard f(x) aB a function on D, as it is in previous sections. By using
the Shnirelman integral we can represent the values f (X6k ) in the following
form:

for all i, I = 1,2, ... , j = 0, ... , w.

Let {Gk ( A, z)} be the set of functions:

t[bm,i,j(Xm,i),\nm
,; _ bm,I,;(Xm,I),\nm,l

j
o Z - <igkm,i +1 Z - <lgkm.1 + r (36)

where i, I, j as above. Then it is proved the following

5.2.Theorem. If Conjecture 4.6 is valid, the functions /Gk belong to class S.

5.3. From the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism it follows that the rank of the
coefficient matrix of the left hand side of systems (30.2), (30.3) with odd s,
(30.4) with even s equal to the dimension lJ of the space of cusp forms of
weight w + 2, and the similar rank of (30.2), (30.3) with even s, (30.4) with
odd s is lJ + 1. Then Conjecture 4.3 says that:

w+2
rank{aj(X, w, k)} > w - (2[ 12 ] +e),

where
€ = {O, ~f w # 10mod12;,

2, If w = 10mod12.

5.4. If Conjecture 4.6 holds, then the values of the periods rj( 4» are defined
by w + 1 values of the p-adic L-function associated to 4>. Then a cusp form
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of weight w which is an eigenfunction of tbe Hecke algebra is uniquely defined
by values of its p-adic L-function at w +1 points X(Jk.

5.5. Let j(z) be a bolomorphic function of class o{logw+l) in tbe unit disc D.
Suppose tbat j{z) satisfies the conditions jGk E S for k = 1,2, ...Then it is
easy to show that the values of j{z) on the set Pn = {gk~ - I} are defined
by the values on a finite subset of Pn. Since j is of class o{logw+l) trus meana
that f{ z) ia defined by the values on a finite set. Conjecture 4.6 says that
p-adic L-functions associated to modular forms have this property.

Question.Is it true that a function /(z) 0/ class o{1ogW+l) is the p-adic L
/unction 0/ a Cusp form 4> i/ the /unctions fGk are 0/ class S~

Note that it is a p-adic analogue oI the Hecke theorem on the Mellin transform
of modular forms (see [Og], [We]).

5.6. Let t/J be an eigenfunction of the Hecke algebra. Then for every Dirichlet
character X, tPx(T) ia an eigenfunction of the Hecke algebra relative to ro(d(X))
(see [Og]). Then the relation (25) give us:

f(X 8k )>..nwd(X)k = rk( 4>x)·

On the other hand we have the Eichler-Shimura relations for the periods oI
A.. ( ......7)'Yx see:;. :

L Ck,jrk( 4>x) = o.
Hence, for every Dirichlet character X and k = 0, ... , w we have:

w+l

L ck,jd(X)k j(XOk ) = o.
k=O

An argument analogous to those in the previous section implies that there
exist the functions:

such that
fG j ,( E S (37)

where ~ are roots of unity of degree pn, n = 1,2, ...

Question. Let /(z) be a holamorphie /unetion 0/ elass o{1ogW+l) in D satis/y
ing the condition (97). Is / the p-adie L-/unction associated to an eigen/unction
0/ the Hecke algebra?

5.7. When a function 0/ class S is a Krasner analytic function? Is it true that

A(D) n S(D) = H(D)?

15
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SHNIRELMAN INTEGRAL AND p-ADIC L-FUNCTIONS
ASSOCIATED TO MODULAR FORMS

Ha Huy Khoai

§l.Introduction.

It seems that at the present there is 00 io p-adic analysis a good analogue of
the Cauchy integral. In many cases the Shnirelman integral is used in this
role. The main applications of the Shoirelman integral can be fouod in tbe
study of transcendent oumbers in p-adie domains ([Ad]) and in construction
of p-adic spectral theory ([Vi]). In an earlier paper ([Ha3]) we are interested in
consideration of how the Shnirelman integral is convenient for an analogue of
the Morera lemma. Namely, we cODsidered the dass of functioos in the p-adic
unit disc whose Shnirelman integrals are vanishing. The functions of this dass
have many properties analogous to one's of Krasner analytic functions, hut
this dass is larger than the second.

In the present note we show some other situations where the above mentioned
dass appears. For example, p-adic L-functions associated to modular forms
belong to this dass with some "kerneIs" .

In §2 we recall some basic facts about the Shnirelman integral and the dass S of
functions whose Shnirelman integrals are vanishing. Using the dass S we give
an inverse formula for the p-adic Mellin transform in §3. In §4 the functional
equations satisfied by p-adie L-functions of modular forms are discrihed in
terms of dass S. Some remarks and open questions are given in the last
section.

The author would like to thank the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik Bonn
for hospitality and financial support.

§2. Preliminaries.

Let p be a prime number, Qp the field of p-adic oumber, aod Cp the p-adic
completion of the algebraic closure of Cp • The absolute value in Qp is nor
malized so that Ipl = p-t . We further use the notion v(z) for the addition
valuation on Cp which extends ordp • Let D be the unit dies in Cp :

D = {z E Cp , Izl < I}

1



We donote by Dr the disc {zE Cp, Izl < r}.

2.l.Definition . Let I(z) be a Cp-valued function defined on all z E Cp such
that Iz - al = r, where a E Cp and r is a positive real number (we shall always
&ssume that r is in ICplp i.e. , a rational power of p). Let , E Cp be such that
1,1 = r . Then the Shnirelman integral is defined as the following limit if it
exists:

1.,/(z)dz = Ji.'rr;., ~e"f/(a +6), (1)

where the ' indicates that the limit is only over n not divisible by p.

We recall that a function I in a domain M is said to be Krasner analytic if
M is an union of open sets Di , Di C Di+1 such that for each i , liD. is a
uniform limit of rational functions having no poles in Di • From properties of
the Shnirelma.n integral we need the following.

2.2.Theorem.III is Krasner analytic in DB(r), and il 1,1 = r, then lor fixed
z E Cp we haue:

1. I(x)(x - a) dx = {/(z), if Iz - al < rj
B o" x - Z 0, otherwise.

(2)

2.3.Theorem.Let j(z)=g(z)jh(z) , where g{z) is Krasner analytic in Da(r)
and h(z) is a polynomial. Let {zd be the roots 01 h(z) in Da(r) , and suppose
that for all i, IZi - al < r. Define reszif to be the coefficient 01 (z - Zi) in the
Laurent expansion 0/ /(z) at Zi. Then:

1. /(z)(z - a)dz = E res lli /·
a,"Y

(3)

We refer tbe readers to [Ko] for more detail about the Shnirelman integral.

2.4.Definition . A function I(z) in a domain M is said to be in dass S(M)
if for all a, r such that Da(r) C M

1. I(z)(z - a)dz =O.
a,"Y

(4)

2.5.Remark 1). Some basic properties of functions of dass S(M) can be
found in [Ha3].

2). We denote by H(M) and A(M) respectively the dass of Krasner analytic
functions and locally analytic functions in M. Then H(M) C S(M), A(M) rt.
S(M) ([Ha3]).
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§3. p adic Mellin transform.

3.1. p-adic group of characters. Let ß o be an integer prime number p and
let

{
4,

q=
p,

We set ßoq = ß and denote:

ifp=2;
otherwise.

Z~ = lim(Z/ ßpmzt-
The group of p-adic characters is the group of continuous holomorphisms of
ZÄ into C;:

We set
U = 1+qZp = {z E Zp, v(z - 1) ~ v(q)}

Then, for every 9 E U such that v(g - 1) = v(q) the map z 1--+ gZ is an
isomorphism of Zp onto U. We call 9 a topological generator of the group U.
For each generator 9 of the group U the map

x (U) = HOIl1cont(U, C;) -+ C;

transforming a continuous character X of the group U into a point X(g) - 1 in
the unit disc D of Cp • Also we have isomorphisms

Z;; ~ (Z/ AoZ)* x Z;

z; ~ (Z/qzt x U (5)

From isomorphisms (5) it follows that X(ZA) is a product of a finite group
and X(U), while the last is isomorphie to D. Since D is an open disc of Cp ,

this isomorphism makes X(Zt.) ioto an analytic group. A function !(X) is
sa.id to be holomorphic function on the analytic group X(Z.6J if its restrictioo
on each component isomorphie to D is a holomorphic function. Thus, we
can regard every holomorphic function in the group X(ZÄ) as a holomorphic
function in the unit disc D. Note that each Dirichlet character X of conductor
ßpm is an element of the group Hom((Z/ Apmzt, C;) for each m ;::: n , a.nd
is prolonged to an unique element of the group X(ZA) which is again denoted
by X. Thus ,the torsion subgroup of X(ZA) is identified with the group of
Dirichlet characters of conductors dpn where dlßo• Let X be such a character
and let X = Xo.XI be its decomposition in Xo E X(ZjßZ)* and Xl E X(U).
Then Xl takes values in the group Ppoo = UnPp " where by pp" we denote the

3



(6)L(p, X) = f Xdp.}z·
~

The function L(I-', X) is called the p-adic Mellin transform 0/ the measure p.

Example. p'adic L-functions associated to modular forms are p'adic Mellin
transforms of measures associated to modular forms (see [A-V], [Vi]). We will
return to such functions in the next section.

group of pn-roots of unity in Cp • On the other hand, every x E Zä can be
written in the form

x = a(x)6(x)

with a(x) E (Z/ßozt and 6(x) E Z;. The map 6: x t-t 6(x) ie an element of
X(ZX) which is called the fundamental character.

3.2.The Mellin transform. Let p" be a measure on ZX , i.e. pie a continuous
linear functional with values in Cp on the space of continuous functions in
Zl. Then the reetrietion of p on the analytic group X(ZX) gives an analytic
function:

In this section we give an inverse formula for the p'adic Mellin transform by
using the Shnirelman integral. As an application we have an integral repre
sentation of Morita.'s p'adic r-function. Note that the Shnirelman integral is
used"by Vishik to find an inverse formula for the Stieltjes transform (see [Vi],
[Ko]).

3.3.~adic Mellin transforms as holomorphic functions in the unit
disco

(7)
Let

F(X) = f XdpJz·
~

be the p'a.dic Mellin transform of a measure p. Then by the isomorphism
(5) we can regard F as a holomorphic function on the analytic group X(ZX).
This means that for every character Xo E X(Z/ßzt we have a holomorphic
function Fxo(xd on the group X(U). Thus every p'adic Mellin transform
on X(ZX) corresponds to a collection of holomorphic functions on the group
X(U). Now let /(Xt) be such a "branch" of the function F(X). Let 9 be a
fixed topological generator of the group U. We set

(8)z = Xl(g) - 1.

For each x E U we have x = gI0&%:/lo&9 and hence that

Xl(X) = (1 + z)log %:/logg.

Then the p'adic Mellin transform of the measure p corresponds to the function

(9)
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Thus for every measure JJ on U, the Mellin transform given by formula(9) is
a holomorphic function in the unit diac D.

3A.Theorem. Let j(z) be a bounded holomorphie /unction in the unit disc D.
For x E U and m=1,~, ... we consider the /ollowing /unctions in D

G () - 1 '"' e-losz/loSg 1 (10)
m,z Z - pm _ pm-l m LJ (z +1 - e)·

(" =1,(:F1

(11)Jl{X + (Um)} = f. /(z)Gm,z(z)(z - a)dz
(I,"

where Um = 1 + pm U, a" are such that Da(I,!) C D and the points 1 - e
belong to this disco

Proof. We :first show formula (11) de:fines a bounded measure on U. We have:

Then the function /(z) ia ,radic Mellin transform of the following measure on
U:

p-l p-l

E p{x + kpm + (Um+.)} = f. j(z) L: Gm +1tZ+1I:pm(z)(z - a)dz
11:=0 a,'"'r k=o

By an easy calculation we obtain :

p-l

E Gm+1.z+kpm(z) = Gm.z(z).
k=O

From this it followa that

p-l

p{x + (Um)} = E p{x + kpm + (Um+.)}.
11:=0

Obvioualy, the function f(z)Gm,x(z) ia a quotion of Krasner analytic functiooa
in the diac D(I,h'I. Then we have :

p{x + (Um)} = E reS(-l(/.Gm.z) =
("m=l,(;i;1

(12)1 E /(e - l)e-logz/logg
pm _ pm-l

By using formula (12) the boundnes of J1. will be proved in 3.7. Indeed we will
concern with more general situatons.

It remains to prove that f(z) ia the ,radic Mellin tranaform of the measure Jl.
We set
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We have:

Since J.l is bounded, F(z) is a bounded holomorphic function in the unit disco
Then it suffices to show that the functions f( z) and F(z) are coincide on the
set {e -l}, where eare roots of unity of degree p17\m = 1,2, ... (see [A-V],
[HaI], [Ha2]).

F(e - 1) = fu eloKr/lOS9dJ.l(x) =

L: (e-1()losr/loKg f«( - 1) = f(~ - 1)
,pm=l,'~l

Theorem is proved.

Thus, we have a correspondance between the set Ho(D) of oounded holomor
phic functions in D and the set L(U) of continuous functionals on the space
C(U) of continuos functions on U. Namely, for auy bounded measure J.l on U,
the ~adic Mellin transform

defines a bounded holomorphic function in D. Conversely, let f(z) be a
bounded holomorphic function in D . Then we have a continuous functional
N f E L(U) which is defined by:

pn_l

C(Zp) :;) cI> 1-+ Ji..~ ~ l./(z)cI>(Xi )Gm'%;(Z)(Z - a)dz

where Xi runs on the set of representations of UfUn'

3.5.Theorem.M and N are mutually inverse topological isomorphism between
Ho(D) and L(U).

The proof is based on the formulas of operators M, N, and standard argu
ments.

3.6.Morita's p-adic r-function. We now apply Theorem 3.5. to Morita.'s
~adic r-funetion. In [BaI] it is proved that we may consider the function
r p (x) as the restrietion on Zp of a loeally analytic function r p ( z) of loeal
analytieity ratio p = p(-t/p)-(t/P-l). This means for each point x E Zp
there exists Pr such that on D(x, Pr) n Zp the fuetion r p ( x) is the restriction
of F(x) = Ln>o an(z - x)n which is holomorphie on D(x, Pr)' The IDeal
analyticity ratiö, by definition, is the number

P = inf p:c > 0
rEZp
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Thus, on the disc D(O, p(-l/P)-(l/p-l») the function r p(x) is represented by a
convergent power series. We set

then f(z) is bounded holomorphic function on the unit disc D. We have an
integral representation of the function f(z):

where the measure p is defined by the formula (11). Hence, for Morita's p-adic
r-function we have the follwing integral representation:

rp(z) = fu(l +az)logz/loggdp

where Q' = p(l/P-l)-(l/P) and the measure p is defined by the formula:

3.7.Mellin transform ofnon...bounded measures. In [A-M}, [Vi} Y. Amice
and J. Velu, and M. Vishik defined thep-adic Mellin transform ofnon-bounded
meaaures and applied it to construct p-adic L-functions associated to modular
forms. We recall here the definition and give an inverse formula for the p
adic Mellin transform of so-ca.lled h-addmissible measures. These measures
are defined on ZX and the corresponding Mellin transforms are holomorphic
functions on the group X(ZX). As in the case ofbounded measures we consider
the measures on U and corresponding holomorphic functions on the unit disc
D.

Definition. Let f and 9 be two holomorphic functions in the unit disc D.
We say f is of dass o(g)if

sup If(z)1 = o(sup Ig(z)l)
1J:I:5r 1.:r15r

when r ---+ 1 - 0.

Definition. A h-addmissible measure on U is a linear functional on the space
of functions on U which are locally polynomials of degrees less than hand
satisfy the following condition: '

Ip{(X - b)k,pb,mll = o{p(h-k)m), k = 0,1, ... , h - 1,

where t/Jb,m is the characteristic function of the set ~ + (Um)'
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(13)p{Xk,pb,m} = 1 f(Z)Gm,b,k(Z)(Z - a)dz
a,m

where m = 1,2, ... , k = 0, ... , h-1 and Gm,b,k are given by the /ollowing formula:

It is proved in [Vi] that a h-addmissible measure is prolonged to a eontinuous
linear funetiona.l on the space of (h -1 )-differentiable funetions whose derivates
of oder h-1 satisfy the Lipsehitz condition. The restrietion of such a funetiona.l
00 the group X(U) is a holomorphie funetion of dass o(logh) and is ea.lled th"e
MelUn transform of the measure p. The dass of such measures contains, for
example, the measures associated to modular forms.

Obviously, a h-addmissible measure is defined by giving its values on the set
{XktPb,m} with bE U, m = 1,2, ... and ,pb,m is the eharaeteristie funetioo of the
set b+ Um'

Theorem. Let f(z) be a holomorphic/unction 0/ class logh in the unit disc D.
Then /(z) is p-adic MelUn trans/orm of the /ollowing h-addmissible measure
on U:

1 ~-logb/logg

Gm b k(Z) = '"' k' (14)
I , pm _ pm-l L.J z +9 e- 1

epmCll,e~l

We reeall that 9 is a fixed topological generator of the group X(U), v{g -1) ~
v(q).

Proof. It is easy to see that the formula (13) correctly defines a linear fune·
tional p on the space of funetions on Zp which are loeally polynomials of de
grees less than h. To show that p satisfies the eonditions of h-addmissiblility
we note that:

We first recall some notations. For each holomorphic functioos f( z) on D and
each to > 0 we set

IIfll ,o = sup If(z)l.
v(%)=to

Then we obtain:
1I10gh (1 +z)lItm = pmh,.

where tm = I/pm - (pm-I), m = 1,2, ... , (llogh(1 + z)1 is calculated by the
Newton polygon (see[Ha]). From the hypothesis we have:

1I/(z)lItm = o(pmh)(m -+ 00).

Let u be the sequence {gie - 1}, i = 0,1, ... , h - 1, where {el is the sequenee
of primitive roots of uoity of degree pm(m = 1,2, ... ). Sinee the funetion f(z)

8



is of dass o(logh), one infers u is an interpolating sequence of f(z) (see [A-V],
[Hal],[Ha2]). We denote {Sm(z)} the sequence of Lagrange's interpolation
polynomials for the function f(z) and the sequence u. Then Sm(z) is defined
by the following conditions:

deg Sm(Z) ~ hpm - 1

Sm(gie - 1) = f(gie - 1), i = 0, ... , h - 1.

By Lazard's lemma ([La]) we may represent f(z) in the form:

1-z
f(z) = if>(z) n gie _ 1 +Qm(z)

..,.eJ!m ,S=O, ..•,h-l
(15)

where pm is the set of primitive roots of unity of degree pm, Qm(z) are poly
nomials of oder hpm satisfying the condition:

IIQmlltm ~ Ilflltm

Since the representation (15) is unique, we have Sm(z) =Qm(Z), and hence
that

From trus it follows
IISmlltm = o(pmh).

Supposing Sm(z) is written in the form

hpm-l
Sm(z) = E b1(m)z'

1=0

we have then
IISmlltm = max {Ib,(m)z'lt m } =

°9:5hpm-l

max{jb,(m)!p-l/(pm_pm-l)} > p-hp/(p-l) max{lb,(m)l}.
1 1

Thus we have max Ib,(m)1 = o(pmh)(m -+ 00). Note that if we write

hpm-l
Sm(z - 1) = L a,(m)z'

1=0

then we obtain also rnax, la,(m)1 = o(pmh). By definition of the rneasure JJ we
have:

9



Since max la,(m)1 = O(pmh) from this it followB the h-addmissibility of ~.

§4.~adic L-functions associated to modular forms.

4.1. Definition. Let
00

~(T) = E An e2W'inT.

n=l

(16)

be a cusp form of weight w + 2 on 8L(2, Z). Further, let 4> is a normalized
eigenfunction of the Hecke algebra, Le. Al = 1 and Tn 4> = An 4> for Hecke
operators Tn • We set:

(17)

where X is a Dirichlet character of conductor d(X). A Manin's theorem ([Ma3],
[Ma4]) asserts that there are the numbers w+ E iR and w_ ERsuch that for
every entire k E [0, w] the numbers

A(X, k) = iJr:+l A~(X, k +1) ,
G(X)W(-l)1rX(-l)

are algebraic, where G(X) is the Gauss surn

G(x) = L: x(a)e2W'ia/d(X).

Qmodd(x)

Now let A be a root of the equation:

10
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with vp (.-\) < w + 1. We set h = [vp (.-\)]. Then there exists an unique holomor
phic function f(x) on X(Z';) such that for every k E [0, w] and every Dirichlet
character X = Xo.Xl with d(X) Iß and d(X.) = pn we have:

(20)

The function f(x) is called p-adic L-function associated to the cusp form t/J(T)
(see [Ma3, [Ma4], [M-S] , [Vi], [La], [A-V]).

Note that, f is o(logw+l).

4.2. p-adic L-functions as functions of class S.

We can regard f(x) as a holomorphic function in the unit disc by using the
isomorphism (5). We recall that p-adic L-functions f(x) a.Bsociated to modular
forms satisfy the following functional equations:

(21)

for all characters X E X(Z6),k = O,l, ... ,w and e(xo) = X;l(-l)(-l)A:+l if
X = Xo·Xl ia the decomposition of X with xo E X«ZjßZ)*), Xl E X(U). For
a given holomorphic function f(x) on X(Z';) we have a collection {fxo(x.)} of
holomorphic functions on X(U), where Xo E X«Zjßzt), Xl E X(U). Then
we can write functional equatiolls (21) in the form:

(22)

(23)

Since the functions fxo are in dass o(logw+l) the functional equation (22) holds
if it holds for all Dirichlet characters of conductors pn, n = 1,2, .... Thus,
the corresponding holomorphic functions Fxo (z) in D satisfy the following
equations:

Fxo[(egA: - 1)] = e(Xo)Fx;1[(e-1gw -A: - 1))

k = 0,1, ... , w, e(xo) = X;l( -1)( _l)'~-l

where 9 is a topological generator of U, eis a root of unity of degree pn, n =
1,2, ....

By Theorem (2.2) we obtain:

A: 1 (z-a)dz
Fxo[(eg - 1)] = Fxo(z) (e A: 1)"

B,Y Z - 9 -

11



There is an analogous formula for the right hand side of (21). We set:

1 1
GF.xo,«Z) = Fxo(z) z _ (~gk -1) - exoFx;l (z) z _ (e-1gW-A: _ 1)· (24)

Thus we proved the following theorem:

4.3.Theorem.For every p-adic L-function F associated to a modular form the

functions GF.Xo.e are in dass S.

4.4. By using the Eichler-Shimura isornorphisffi we ean show Borne new func
tional equations for p-adic L-functions associated to modular forms and sorne
corresponding functions of class S. We need more detail about the values of
p-adic L-functions of modular forms at the points XOk. Frorn (18), (19), and
(20) it follows that:

k 1 k ik+1d(X)k /000 k
f(xO ) = \n(-1) G( ) c/>x(r)r dr.

1'\ X W(-l).tx(-l) 0

On the other hand we have

~,,(r) = ~«x)) L: X-I (b)c/>(r + b/d(X))
X bmodd(x)

and hence,

(25)

(26)

(27)

For any integer j = 0, ... , w we define due to Eichler (see [La)) aperiod of the
form ,p(r)

4.4.Lemma. Let b/d be a fraction in lowest form, 0 < b/d < 1. Then

is a linear integral combination 01 the periods Tj(<!».

Note that the coefficients of the linear comhination mentioned in Lemma(4.4)
do not depend on c/>, hut depend on the weight w (see [La)).

By using Lemma (4.4) and tbe relations (27) we have:

12



4.5.Lemma. There exist algebraic numbers aj(X, w, k) (not depending on 4»
such that

w

..\ßW(_l)II X(_l)!(XOk
) = E aj(X, w, k)rj(4».

j

We set
F,p(XOk

) = ..\ßW(_l)II X(_l)!(XO k
).

Consider the following linear system of equations with variables x;:
w

2: aj(X, w, k)xj = F,p(XOk
)

j=O

(28)

(29)

(30.1)

x. + (-I)"xw _. = 0 (30.2)

" (s) w-" (w - s)x. +(-1)" E . xw -,,+; +(-1)· E . Xj = 0 (30.3)
j=OJeven } j=O,j::=nnod2 J

t (~)xw-.+; + E (w ~ s) x; = 0 (30.4)
;=lJodd } ;=OJ~.mod2}

Note that (30.2)-(30.4) are the Eichler-Shimura relations . The system (30.1)
(30.4) with w + 1 variables is an infinite system, where 5, k = 0,1, ... , w and
X runs on the set of Dirichlet characters X. The coefficients in the left hand
side of this system do not depend on the form 4>. We rewrite (30.1)~(30.4) in
the following form:

AX=F

4.6.Conjecture. rankA = w +1.

§5.Remarks and questions.

5.1. Let us now discuss about corollaries of Conjecture 4.6. Suppose that
At, A2 , ••• are all the submatrices of A having maximal rank and the corre
sponding systems of equations are the following:

Then for every i = 1,2, .. we have a formula for the rj's:

w

r·(A.) = "b . ·(X ...\nm,i!(X ·Oki,m)J 'f' L.J m,t" m,l m,t,
m=O

(31)

(32)

where Xm,i belang to a subset Xi E Tor5X(Z~J, nm,i = conductor of Xm,i and
km,i E [0, w].

13



Thus,for all i, 1= 1,2, ...,j = 0, •.. , w we have:

w
"b . -(X -),Xn m ,_ f(x ·Okm,i) =L..J m,1J m,1 m,l
m=O

w

E bm,I,i(Xm,I),Xnm,1 f(Xm,IOkm,,)
m=O

(33)

Now we regard f(x) aB a function on D, as it is in previous sections. By using
the Shnirelman integral we cau represent the values f(xO k

) in the following
form:

f(xO k ) =1. f(z)(z - a) dz (34)
4."Y Z - ~gk + 1

where a E D, l""tl ~ 1. Note that the integral does not depend on the choice of

a,'.

Then (33) and (34) give us:

1. f(z){ t [bm,j,i(X~,i~.-\nm,- - bm,'J(X:,,).-\nm,, ]}(z - a)dz = O. (35)
4,"Y m=O Z - eig m,l + 1 Z - ~,g m,l + 1

for all i, I = 1,2, ... ,j = 0, ... , w.

Let {Gk ( .-\, z)} be the set of functions:

t[bm,i,;(Xm,i)Aflm,i _ bm,l,; (Xm,,) Anmll ]
o z - {igkm,i + 1 z - {,gkm,1 +1

(36)

where

where i, I,j as above. Then it is proved the following

5.2.Theorem. If Conjecture 4.6 is valid, the functions fG k belong to class S.

5.3. From the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism it followB that the rank of the
coefficient matrix of the left hand side of systems (30.2), (30.3) with odd s,
(30.4) with even s equal to the dimension v of the space of cusp forms of
weight w + 2, and the similar rank of (30.2), (30.3) with even s, (30.4) with
odd s is v + 1. Then Conjecture 4.3 says that:

w+2
rank{aj(X, w, k)} ~ w - (2[~] +g),

{
0, if w 'II0mod12je-

- 2, if w = 10mod12.

5.4. H Conjecture 4.6 holds, then the values of the periods rj( 4» are defined
by w + 1 values of the p--adic L·function associated to <p. Then a cusp form
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of weight w which ia an eigenfunction of the Hecke algebra ia uniquely defined
by values of its p-adic L-function at w + 1 points X8k •

5.5. Let /(z) be a holomorphic function of dass o(logw+l) in the unit disc D.
Suppose that /(z) satisfies the conditions /Gk E S for k = 1,2, ...Then it is
easy to show that the values of I( z) on the set J-ln = {gke- I} are defined
by the values on a finite subset of J-ln' Since I is of dass o(logW+l) this means
that f(z) is defined by the values on a finite set. Conjecture 4.6 says that
p-adic L-functioos 8.Ssociated to modular forms have this property.

Question.ls it true that a /unction /(z) 0/ class o{logw+l) is the p-adic L
/unction 0/ a cusp form tP i/ the /unctions IGk are 0/ class S~

Note that it is a p-adic analogue of the Hecke theorem on the Mellin transform
of modular forms (see [Og], [We]).

5.6. Let 4> be an eigenfunction of the Hecke algebra. Then for every Dirichlet
character X, tPx(T) is an eigenfunction of the Hecke algebra relative to r 0 ( d{X) )
(see [Og]). Then the relation (25) give us:

I(X8k)Anwd(X)k = rk( tPx)'

On the «?tber hand we have the Eichler·Shimura relations for the periods of
4>x (see -;'77):

E CkJrk( tPx) = O.

Hence, for every Dirichlet character X and k = 0, ... , w we have:
w+l

E ckJd{X)kI(X()k) = O.
k=O

An argument analogous to those in the previous section implies that there
exist the functions:

w+l k 1
Gj,e(z) = E ckJd(X) z _ e k +1

k=O 9

such that
jGj,e E S (37)

where ~ are roots of unity of degree pn, n = 1,2, ...

Question. Let /(z) be a holomorphic /unction 0/ dass o(logw+l) in D satis/y
ing the condition (97). Is I the p-adic L-/unction associated to an eigen/unction
0/ the Hecke algebra 9

5.7. When a /unction 0/ dass S is a Krasner analytic /unction9 Is it true that

A(D) n S(D) = H{D)?
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